Abstract. The problem of finding regularity conditions for languages is, via the syntactic monoid, closely related to the classical Burnside problem. This survey paper presents several results and conjectures in this direction as well as on related subjects, including bounded languages, pumping, square-free words, commutativity, and rational power series.
Introduction
It is well known to language theoretists that such different concepts as pumping, commutative image, boundedness, square-free words, and regularity conditions are connected, even if no theory exists which actually explains these connections---as far as we know at present. In this paper we shall discuss some results where these concepts are involved. The leitmotiv will be to characterise the class of regular languages.
This problem is closely related to the extended Burnside problem: is every torsional (or periodic) and finitely generated semigroup finite? As we shall see, this torsion property of semigroups has an equivalent property for languages, periodicity, which is related to pumping. So, we shall call Burnside problem for languages the problem to find characterisations of regularity (or rationality) which involve pumping-like conditions (Burnside would hopefully forgive us).
This paper is intended to be a survey paper, extending the ideas of an earlier paper [46] . However, we cannot even hope to be complete on the subject; moreover, we shall only briefly discuss the Burnside problem for semigroups, to show its connections with regularity conditions for languages and not for itself: to be complete on the Burnside problem (groups and semi-groups) would lead to writing a book in several volumes! On the other hand, there will be only one real proof: the proof of our characterisation of rationality via the transposition property (in fact, we shall generalise this result through the notion of 'property or'). We have added a section on rational power series, because these are closely related to regular languages, both by the results obtained and the languages which they define (supports). In Appendix A we recall some classical definitions on words and languages.
For monoids, the situation is much more easy: as noted by Morse and Hedlund [39] , the existence of an infinite number of square-free words in A* (IAI ~> 3) implies that the monoid quotient M of A* u 0 by all the relations xx = 0 is infinite; and in M, every element x satisfies x 2= x 3. So, the answer to the Burnside problem for monoids (and for semigroups) is negative. An interesting connection between the Burnside problem for groups and that for monoids was given by Green and Rees [20] . (ii) If M is a finitely generated monoid where each element satisfies x n = x, then M is finite.
A particular case is the case n = 2, that is, each finitely generated idempotent monoid is finite. This means that the quotient monoid of A* by all the relations xx =x (x~ A*) is finite; compare with the above counterexample of Morse and Hedlund (A* u 0/xx = 0) ! (for a proof of the finiteness of idempotent semigroups, see [17, Vol. B, Proposition IX.7.1] or [33, Theorem 2.4.1]; see also [62] for a generalisation).
As the answer to the Burnside problem was found to be negative (and even before that), many people have studied groups or monoids under special assumptions, in which ease they showed that the answer is positive. We only give a few references on this topic. Let us say that a monoid is periodic (or torsional) if any element of it generates a finite submonoid. If was shown by Schur [[57] that any finitely generated periodic group of matrices over the set of complex numbers is finite; this result was [38] , and to submonoids of pi-rings by Straubing [64] . For decidability questions on this topic, see [25] and [36] or [7, Chapter 6] .
Other positive results on the Burnside problem for semigroups are given by Simon [62] ('strong periodicity'), De Luca and Restivo [34] ('iteration on the right', which looks like pumping), and Restivo and Reutenauer [47] ('permutation property').
We now come back to languages. It is an easy consequence of (1) that the syntactic monoid of a language L is periodic if and only if, for any word x, there exist, k, p, k ~ p, such that, for any words u, v,
We say that, in this case, the language is periodic. Note that if relation (2) holds (with p > k), then the set uxk(xP-k)*v is contained in L or in its complement. This shows that periodicity is close to pumping: x is an iterating factor of L or of its complement (see Appendix A).
Examples of periodic languages are the set of words with squares and also the set of square-free words. Note that periodicity, if true for L, is also true for its complement. The same will hold for the transposition and cancellation properties, and for weak commutativity.
Furthermore, the set of palindromes is a nonperiodic language (consider the words anban).
The alphabet being finite, we want to know under which conditions a periodic language L is rational. This could be called the Burnside problem for languages. Now, periodicity is not enough, as the following example shows: L = {square-free words, IAI I> 3) (square-free words always serve as counterexample, in these topics). There are some cases where the answer is easily seen to be positive: the cases where L is commutative or bounded (see Appendix A). Indeed, if L is commutative and periodic, then its syntactic monoid is commutative and periodic, hence finite; thus, L is rational.
When L is bounded and periodic, then L is rational, as shown in [32, Proposition 6].
We now introduce a property of languages which generalises eommutativity and which will give an answer to the Burnside problem for languages. Definition 2.6. Let or be a permutation of {1,..., k} different from the identity. We say that a language L has property cr if there exists an m >--k such that, whenever a word w is written w = uxl... 
(The word on the left is w and that on the right is obtained from x by applying the permutation cr to the consecutive blocks Yl,..., Yk of x's in w.) Remark 2.7. When k = 2, that is, cr is permutation (12), we obtain the transposition property of [45, 46] : A language L has this property if, for some m, every time one distinguishes m successive factors in some word w, then there exist two consecutive blocks of these factors which, when transposed, give a word w' such that w ~ L<=~ w' L: w successive factors
\\
these blocks are transpose Note that property (12) (i.e., the transposition property), when m --2, is equivalent to the commutativity of L.
Remark 2.8. Call a property of languages syntactic if whenever two languages L, L' have the same syntactic monoid and if L has the property, then L' also has this property. In this sense, commutativity is a syntactic property (L commutative ¢:~ its syntactic monoid is commutative), periodicity is syntactic, whereas property cr is not syntactic for m t> 3. This stems from the fact that the i's in the definition depend on the 'contexts' u, v. We point out that when a characterisation of rationality involves only properties of languages which are syntactic, then this result is rather a result on semigroups than on languages; but when the property involved is not syntactic, then it is not possible to pass directly through the syntactic monoid to prove the rationality of the language; the dependence on contexts has to be surpassed by very strong 'forcing' arguments, like Ramsey's theorem, which we shall use in the proof of our main theorem.
A rational language always has property or: consider the loops in a finite automaton accepting it. Furthermore, there are languages which do not have the property: for example, the set of palindromes; consider a palindrome of the form aba2b. . . a"ba"ba'n-~ . . .
X 1 X 2 Xm

ba.
No permutation of the x's other than the identity keeps this word a palindrome.
We can now prove a characterisation of rationality. 
., k}. A language is rational if and only if it is periodic and has the property or.
Before proceeding to the proof of this theorem, we give a definition. Let A be totally ordered and order the words of equal length lexicographically (from left to right). Definition 2.10 (Shirshov [60] ; see also [33, p. 144] and [54, p. 205] ). A word w is n-divided if it admits a factorization w = uxl.., x,v such that for any permutation a of {1,..., n}, t~ ~ id, one has
We need the following two theorems. 
Theorem 2.11 (Shirshov [60]). Given a totally ordered alphabet A, integers p and n with p >>-2n, there exists an integer N = N(A, p, n) such that any word of length at least N in A* is n-divided or contains a p-th power of a nonempty word of length <~ n -1.
Proof of Theorem 2.9. (i) Let k I> 2 and let or be a permutation of {1,,.., k}, or # id. Let m I> k. Denote by ~,,~p the set of languages over the alphabet A such that: -L has property or for the integer m, -for any word x of length smaller than n(m) (the integer of Ramsey's Theorem),
(ii) Let L be a periodic language which has the property cr for m. We show that L E -Tm,p for some p with p +p ! ~ 2n(m). Indeed, let W be the set of words of length smaller than n (m). For each x in W, as L is periodic, there exist i~, jx with jx ~> 1 such that 
Hence, L is in ~,p with p+p!~2n(m).
(iii) By (ii), we know that any periodic language having property or is in some ~,~p with p+p!>~2n(m). It will thus suffice to show that any such ~,.,p is finite. (2) .
or for any il,..., ik+b il < i2 <" " " < ik+l setting the same t's, u", and v" as above, one has
But L has property or, hence, if w e L, there are some i~,..., ik+, such that (6) Similar to property tr is the permutation property: a language L has this property if, for some m (depending only on L), for any words u, x~,..., Xm, V there exists a permutation a of {1,.., m}, a # id, such that
ux~ . . . xmv e L ¢~ UXao~) • • • X~(m)V e L.
This is just commutativity for m = 2. As before, the language of palindromes does not have the permutation property. Remark 2.14. If, in the permutation property, permutation a depends on x,..., Xm only (and not on the contexts u, v), then the property becomes syntactic and the answer to the problem is positive; indeed the syntactic monoid then has the property considered in [47] and, thus, is finite.
The previous theorem has a formal analogy with a nice result due to Ehrenfeucht, Parikh and Rozenberg [16] . This means that if a word w is written w = ux~ ... x~v, then, by cancelling a block of x's, one obtains a word w' with w e L¢~ w' e L.
Definition 2.15 ([16]). A language L has the
As for property tr, the cancellation property is not a syntactic property (except in the trivial case n = 1, where L=O or A*).
Theorem 2.16 ([16]). A language is rational if and only if it has the cancellation property.
In fact Ehrenfeucht et al. [16] deal with pumping, but it is clear that the rationality is derived from the cancellation, and not from the pumping. Note that the classical pumping lemma says something like ux*v c L. This may be written in two parts: (i) uv e L (cancellation of x), and (ii) ux+v c L (pumping of x). 22 
A. Restivo, C. Reutenauer
The proof of Theorem 2.16 uses Ramsey's theorem (Theorem 2.12), as does the proof of Theorem 2.9 (but in fact, from it we were inspired to use Ramsey's theorem). For an application of Theorem 2.16, see Section 4.
Before closing this section, we give some results which involve rationality and context-freeness.
A conjecture of Thierrin (cited in [55, p. XV]) stated that every periodic contex-free language is rational (i.e., the Burnside problem for syntactic monoids of context-free languages); this was recently disproved by Main, Bucher and Haussler [35] . They also disproved a conjecture of Boasson, which also gave a characterisation of rationality: recall that an iterative pair (respectively a strong iterative pair) of a language L is a five-tuple (u, x, v, y, w) of words such that ux"vy"w ~ L for any n i> 1 (respectively any n i> 0). This is a central notion in the theory of context-free languages, as is well known (see, e.g., [5] ). The conjecture of Boasson was that if a context-free language L, for some k I> 1, has the following property:
(Pk) for each strong iterative pair (u, x, v, y, w) of L, one has u(xk)+v(yk)+w C L, then L is rational. So this conjecture is false; however, the statement corresponding to k = 1 was proved by Ehrenfeucht, Haussler and Rozenberg [15] (and before, in a weaker form, by Boasson [9] ). To disprove the two conjectures, the authors show that the set of left factors of the infinite word of Thue and Morse (see [33, Section 2.2] ) is the complement of a context-free language. This was recently extended by Berstel [6] to any infinite word generated by a morphism.
Giving a positive answer to a conjecture of Latteux (in his thesis), Kortelainen [27] has recently proved the following result. Theorem 
([27]). Any commutative quasi-rational language is rational.
A weaker form of this (with 'linear' replacing 'quasi-rational') was proved earlier in [15, Corollary 6.4] . Similar to the previous result is the following, due to Latteux and Rozenberg [31] . Theorem 
([31, Theorem 5]). Every commutative one-counter context-free language is rational
We finish this section with a nice result due to Latteux, which gives another characterisation of rationality (because, as is well known, the shuffle of a context-free and a rational language is always context-free). 
., iq >-O.
We may derive a nice result connecting bounded languages, pumping, square-free words, n-divided words and growth. (See Appendix A for the corresponding definitions.) A similar result holds for context-free languages (see [10, 32, 45 
]).
It is an immediate consequence of the above result ((i)<=~ (iii)) and of Shirshov's theorem (Theorem 2.11) that a rational language without n-divided words (for some n) is bounded. This raises the question whether the language Ln = {w ~ A*, w is not n-divided} is rational. This is not the ease, as shown in [45, p. 211] . However, we do not know whether Ln is context-free or not. By a well-known theorem of Parikh, the commutative image of any context-free language is a semi-linear set (or a rational subset of the monoid NIAI). This result admits the following generalisation. A language is called Parikh-bounded if it contains some bounded language having the same commutative image (the reader should convince himself that not all languages have this property; take, for instance the complement of the Goldstine language [19] ).
Blattner, Latteux and Leguy have proved the following result. This implies Parikh's theorem, once it has been proved that the commutative image of any bounded context-free language is semi-linear.
In [45, Theorem 5.1] a sufficient condition for a language to be Parikh-bounded was given. 
. x,v E L ~ ux~,(l ) ... x~(,)v ~ L.
Remark 3.7. The weak permutation property is obtained from the permutation property by replacing <=~ by 3.
Unfortunately, context-free languages do not have this property in general (palindromes!). However, this result applies to rational languages and supports (see Section 4).
We conclude this section with a related topic. This was proved in a particular case by Beauquier, Blattner and Latteux [4] .
Formal power series
Analogous to the Burnside problem is the Kurosh problem for algebras: given a finitely generated algebra where each element is algebraic over the ground field (i.e., each element generates a finite-dimensional subalgebra), is this algebra of finite dimension over this field ?
In this general statement, the answer is negative as shown by Golod and Shafarevitch (see [24, Chapter 8] ). However, the answer is positive when the algebra Rational languages and the Burnside problem 25 satisfies a polynomial identity: recall that an algebra A over a field R satisfies a polynomial identity if there exists a noncommutative polynomial P(x~,..., xq) ~ 0 over R vanishing whenever x~,..., Xq are substituted by elements of A; the particular case P = x~x2-x2x~ means that A is commutative.
The positive answer to the Kurosh problem in the case of pi-algebras was proved by Shirshov in 1957; it was not outside Russia until the beginning of the 70s (see [54, p. 339] 
for details).
This theorem of Shirshov allows to characterise rational formal power series. We shall not go into details, but give the criterion only, thereby referring the interested reader to [7, 50, 56] . In [50] , the following result was shown. Note that condition (i) is the analogue of property tr of Theorem 2.9, while condition (ii) is the analogue of periodicity; however, there is no simple implication between the two results, although they have a common root: Shirshov 
In fact, this condition means exactly that the syntactic algebra of (the characteristic series of) L satisfies the standard identity S, = 0, where
O'E~ n (the alternating sum). Hence, we have the following criterion.
Theorem 4.2 ([52]). A language is rational if and only if it is weakly commutative and periodic.
The direct part of this result is also interesting because it states that, for any regular language L, the rather curious condition (8) holds (for some n depending on L), that is, there are as many even permutations tr of {1,..., n} with ux,~(~>.., x,,(,ov ~ L as odd permutations, for any choice of u, v, and x's. This may be proved directly by elementary methods (see [52] ). The Burnside problem intervenes also for rational power series. In fact, when the ring of coefficients is a field, we have the following result. This result (of which we do not know if it extends to rings) is in fact a reformulation of the theorem of McNaughton and Zalcstein on the Burnside problems for matrix semigroups (See Section 2). Furthermore, deciding if S is of finite image is reduced to deciding if a certain matrix semigroup is finite, so it is decidable by a result of Jacob [25] and Mandel-Simon [36] (see [7, Corollary 4, p. 120] ). In fact, almost all of the results of this paragraph are already implicitly given by Schiitzenberger [59] (whose article is difficult to read!): there he gives characterisations of the growth of rational power series over O and Of matrix semigroups (including growth zero = finiteness); his methods are used in [7, Chapter 6] .
A related result of Simon [61] asserts that it is decidable if a regular language is limited: he reduces this problem to the decidability of the finiteness of a certain semigroup of matrices over some special semiring. For related results, see [14] and [7, Chapter 6] . A direct proof was given by Hashigushi [23] .
From the results in Section 2 we deduce results on supports: the support of some rational power series S is the language L, given as follows:
L={w~A*I(S, w) ~ 0}.
It is well known that each regular language is a support. The family of supports is closed by all the usual operations (when R is a subsemidng of R), except complementation. The lack of this latter closure property, however, is completely explained by the following rationality criterion. Theorem 
([8]). A language is rational if and only if both this language and its complement are supports.
Here we assume that R is a field. We do not know if it still holds when R is a (commutative) ring. This result is, as far we know, impossible to prove directly, but it is a simple consequence of the criterion of Ehrenfeucht, Parikh and Rozenberg (which shows its strength). The above result is a particular case of the following conjecture.
Conjecture 4.5 ([48]). If two supports are disjoint languages, then they are rationally separated (i.e., there is a regular language containing one and not intersecting the other).
This has some analogy with the 'density theorem' in algebraic geometry: if P(x~,..., xn), Q(xl,..., x,) are two commutative polynomials, let the series S, T in R((al,..., an)) be defined by (S, w)= P(xl,..., xn) and (T, w)= Q(xl,..., xn), where xi is the number of occurrences of ai in the word w; then, S and T are rational. If their supports are disjoint, then, by the density theorem, P = 0 or Q = 0, one the two supports is empty: this is a special case of the above conjecture.
A partial positive answer to the above conjecture is given in [53] , in the case of a one-letter alphabet (if R is of charcteristic # 0; in characteristic 0, the stronger theorem of Skolem, Mahler and Lech holds (see [7, Theorem 4.4 
.1]).
We have seen that if a language has the weak permutation property, then it is Parikh-bounded. Thus we have the following result.
